
ONE GROUND

CHOCOLATE WITH TRUE GRIT
We make perfectly unrefined, stone ground chocolate from
bean to bar at our Somerville, MA chocolate factory. Our
unique chocolate-making techniques are all about minimal
processing, to let the bold flavors of our organic, Direct
Trade Certified cacao shout loud and proud.
We use traditional Mexican stone mills, called molinos, to
grind our cacao. The hand-carved stones that turn inside
these mills preserve the bright, fruity flavors of the beans,
and create a chocolate that’s bold, rustic, and satisfyingly
gritty -- unlike any other chocolate you’ve tasted.

PAREVE

DAIRY FREE
SOY FREE

VEGAN

At Taza Chocolate we make stone ground chocolate. Cacao is
so complex in flavor that we want to let it shout loud and
proud. That is why we do less to bring you more. We stone
grind organic cacao beans into perfectly unrefined, minimally
processed chocolate with bold flavor and texture, unlike
anything you have ever tasted.

Taza is a pioneer in ethical cacao sourcing. We
were the first U.S. chocolate maker to establish a
third-party certified Direct Trade Cacao
Certification program. We maintain direct
relationships with our cacao farmers and pay a
premium above the Fair Trade price for their
cacao. We partner only with cacao producers who
respect the rights of workers and the environment.
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PRODUCT CODE: CDSS
UPC: 898456001838

Stone ground, organic 70% dark
Mexican-style chocolate discs
with a sprinkle of sea salt stirred
in, for the perfect sweet & salty
balance 

77g  - Case Pack of 12 units      

MSRP: $5.99

Sea Salt

PRODUCT CODE: CDV
UPC: 898456001210

Stone ground, organic
Mexican-style dark chocolate
discs with fragrant vanilla
bean. 

77g - Case Pack of 12 units

MSRP: $5.99

Vanilla

PRODUCT CODE: CDSD
UPC: 856072004541

Stone ground, organic
Mexican-style 85% dark
chocolate discs with bold,
intense cacao flavor.

77g - Case Pack of 12 units

MSRP: $5.99

Super Dark

PRODUCT CODE: CDSA
UPC: 898456001203

Stone ground, organic
Mexican-style dark chocolate
discs with fresh roasted
almonds and sea salt ground
right in.

77g - Case Pack of 12 units 

MSRP: $5.99

Salted Almond

PRODUCT CODE: ABDD
UPC:856072004824

Perfectly unrefined, super intense
95% dark stone ground chocolate.
This barely-sweet bar has just 2
grams of sugar per serving.

70g  - Case Pack of 10 units      

MSRP: $5.99

Wicked Dark

Our perfectly unrefined 70% dark
stone ground organic chocolate
with an indulgent combo of
toasted hazelnuts & praline 

PRODUCT CODE: ABHP
UPC:850033354041

70g  - Case Pack of 10 units      

MSRP: $5.99

Hazelnut Praline

PRODUCT CODE: ABTASS
UPC:856072004466

Perfectly unrefined 60% dark
stone ground organic chocolate
with a trifecta of tasty: toffee,
almonds, and sea salt 

70g  - Case Pack of 10 units      

MSRP: $5.99

Toffee, Almond & Sea Salt

PRODUCT CODE: ABDD
UPC:856072004824

Perfectly unrefined 70% dark stone
ground chocolate. This bar strikes a
perfectly bold balance of sweet
and bitter 

70g  - Case Pack of 10 units      

MSRP: $5.99

Deliciously Dark

PRODUCT CODE: ABWDA
UPC:898456001845

Perfectly unrefined, super intense
95% dark stone ground organic
chocolate with crunchy roasted
almonds. 

70g  - Case Pack of 10 units      

MSRP: $5.99

Wicked Dark with Almonds

PRODUCT CODE: ABSSA
UPC:856072004435

Perfectly unrefined 80% dark
stone ground organic chocolate
with a crave-worthy combo of
fresh roasted almonds and a
sprinkle of sea salt.  

70g  - Case Pack of 10 units      

MSRP: $5.99

Sea Salt & Almond

PRODUCT CODE: SCLEM
UPC:850033354270

Irresistibly smooth 70% dark
chocolate packed with LOTS of
crunchy lemon cookies and a burst
of lemon flavor! 

70g  - Case Pack of 10 units      

MSRP: $5.99

Lemon Cookie Crunch

PRODUCT CODE: SCCOR
UPC:850033354294

Irresistibly smooth 70% dark
chocolate packed with LOTS of
crunchy cornflakes and a sprinkle
of salt! 

70g - Case Pack of 10 units      

MSRP: $5.99

Cornflake Crunch

PRODUCT CODE: SCCOO
UPC:850033354287

Irresistibly smooth 70% dark
chocolate packed with LOTS of
crunchy chocolate cookies for
double the chocolatey goodness! 

70g - Case Pack of 10 units 

MSRP: $5.99

Chocolate Cookie Crunch

PRODUCT CODE: SCNUT
UPC:850033354072

Irresistibly smooth 70% dark
chocolate packed with hazelnuts,
almonds, cashews & crispy puffed
quinoa with a sprinkle of sea salt! 

70g - Case Pack of 10 units       

MSRP: $5.99

Triple Nut Crunch

PRODUCT CODE: SCORG
UPC:850033354263

Irresistibly smooth 70% dark
chocolate packed with LOTS of
crispy puffed quinoa and a burst of
sunny orange flavor! 

70g - Case Pack of 10 units 

MSRP: $5.99

Orange Crunch

PRODUCT CODE: GF2024
UPC: 898456001814

Eight bright, bold flavors
range from spicy to sweet to
savory.

306g  - Case Pack of 6 units      

MSRP: $24.99

Mexican-Style
Chocolate Sampler

Marshall Ferneyhough  - marshall@headwaterimports.ca
647-808-8945 - tazachocolate.com - headwaterimports.ca

PRODUCT CODE: CCHAZ
UPC:850033354263

Crunchy, freshly roasted
hazelnuts blanketed in our
perfectly unrefined, irresistibly
intense 87% dark stone ground
chocolate. All with just 3 grams of
sugar per serving! Keto-friendly. 

99g  - Case Pack of 12 units      

MSRP: $9.99

Wicked Dark Chocolate
Covered Hazelnuts

PRODUCT CODE: CCCAS
UPC:850033354089

Crunchy, freshly roasted
cashews blanketed in our
perfectly unrefined, irresistibly
intense 87% dark stone ground
chocolate. All with just 3 grams of
sugar per serving! Keto-friendly 

99g  - Case Pack of 12 units      

MSRP: $9.99

Wicked Dark Chocolate
Covered Cashews

PRODUCT CODE: CCALM
UPC:850033354027

Crunchy, freshly roasted
almonds blanketed in our
perfectly unrefined, irresistibly
intense 87% dark stone ground
chocolate. All with just 3 grams
of sugar per serving! Keto-
friendly. 

99g  - Case Pack of 12 units      

MSRP: $9.99

Wicked Dark Chocolate
Covered Almonds


